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The Modern Tyranny Movement
Modern Tyranny Movement:
The Tyranny Movement began in earnest at the turn of the last century in 1913. The
“Money Trust” as found to exist in a report by the United States House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Banking and Currency, entitled “Investigation of Financial and Monetary
Conditions in the United States managed to drive the final nails into the coffin of the
American Constitutional Republic. The victory was secured with the passage of the
FEDERAL RESERVE Act in December of 1913, which created the 3rd Central Bank of the
United States.
The primary motivator was a desire by the “Money Trust”
to regain its lost monopoly over the nation’s monetary
policy and larger influence over the government as a
whole while fostering an endless cycle of credit, ergo
debt. The private control over the nation’s monetary
policy had slipped from their grasp after Nicolas
Biddle threatened to cause an economic depression by
contracting the money supply if Congress did not renew
the 2nd central bank’s charter. Mr. Biddle’s arrogant
threat finally turned the tide in favor of President Andrew
Jackson who promised during his campaign for reelection
to end the reign of the 2nd central bank and return control
of the nation’s money back to the Department of Treasury.
In defeat however, the central bankers learned an important lesson. Mr. Biddle’s demise came
from the fact that he was unable to secure enough support from the various state legislatures.
Elected state legislatures were designated by the Constitution as the body in charge of
appointing Senators to the Congress. After learning of Mr. Biddle’s threat to cause an
economic depression, the majority of state legislatures, including Mr. Biddle’s home state of
Pennsylvania directed the Senators to vote against renewal of the 2nd Central Bank’s charter.
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Therefore, prior to securing passage of the FEDERAL RESERVE Act of 1913, the
“Money Trust” first successfully waged a campaign of “democratic populism” urging the
Constitution be amended to allow for the direct election of Senators. On April 8th of 1913,
the 17th Amendment became law, thereby making Senators beholden to popular campaigns.
Campaigns - which would require fund-raising and massive money expenditures just as has
always been required by members of the House of Representatives.
Consequently, instead of needing to lobby and influence forty-eight separate state legislatures
made up of hundreds of individual elected members, the lobbying efforts could be directed at
the ninety-six respective Senators. All of whom were now in direct reach while in the District
of Columbia.
Finally, in order collateralize the “money” loaned back to the Federal government with
interest, the 16th Amendment; Income tax became law on February 3rd also in 1913. Just
eighteen years prior, the Supreme Court had ruled income tax unconstitutional due to it not
being an equally apportioned direct tax as authorized in the Constitution.
The insidiousness of income tax was finally made plain in 1984 with the issuance of the
“Grace Commission” report. The report illustrated how 1/3 of all income tax revenue was
lost due to fraud or waste, the second third escapes collection, and the final third is split
between existing “transfer payments” and interest paid to the FEDERAL RESERVE in order
to service the national debt.
Thus, on the first day of each fiscal year, our government has a balance of $0.00 from which
to operate. This in turn requires the Federal Government to borrow even more money from
the FEDERAL RESERVE; further increasing the total balance on the national debt, which
in turn means even more interest paid to the private banking cartel the following year. A
perpetual cycle of ever increasing debt that seeks only to enrich the private bankers who own
outright the FEDERAL RESERVE.

Noteworthy Tyrannical Activity from 1913 - 2001:
•

02/03/1913: “Income Tax”

•

04/08/1913: “Direct Election of Senators”

•

12/23/1913: “FEDERAL RESERVE Act”

•

06/15/1919: “Espionage Act” publishing information or dissent about government
during war time punishable by jail time.
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•

01/16/1919: “Alcohol Prohibition” Banned the purchase of alcohol, led to the rise of
organized crime and gangland turf wars. Repealed by 21st Amendment December 5,
1933.

•

05/16/1918: “Sedition Act” withholding of mail from dissenters, repealed
December 13th, 1920.

•

05/12/1933: “Agricultural Adjustment Act” forbid farmers from growing excess food.
Compliance achieved by bribes in form of crop subsidies. Found unconstitutional by
Supreme Court.

•

04/27/1935: “Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act” same as Ag. Adj. Act
without unconstitutional provision. Act corrected by mandating sharing of subsidies
with sharecroppers.

•

02/16/1938 “Second Agricultural Adjustment Act” Created Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation, made farm subsidies permanent in order to regulate supply, provided for
fixed price allotments for farm land.

•

02/19/1942: “Executive Order 9066” Internment of Japanese

•

06/09/1943: “Tax Payment Withholding Act” paycheck withholding.

•

07/26/1947: “National Security Act - creation of CIA.

•

10/04/1952: “National Security Council Intelligence Directive 9” creation of NSA,
solely from Presidential memo. - Declassified n.d.k

•

08/19/1953: “Operation AJAX” successful coup
d’état led by CIA to overthrow
democratically-elected Iranian Prime Minister,
Mohammed Mosaddeq. Declassified solely
by Freedom of Information Act Litigation,
07/31/2000.

•

08/02/1964: “Gulf of Tonkin” - False flag naval
battle used as justification for U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. - Declassified NSA 2005

•

08/15/1971: End of “Bretton Woods II” removal of
Dollar wholly from Gold Standard

•

05/09/1971: “Family Jewels” CIA report detailing abuses of domestic illegal
surveillance, wiretapping, charter violations via Domestic operations.

•
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•

07/01/1973: “Reorganization Plan No. 2” Created Drug Enforcement Agency, which
included new revenue raising mechanism for the prosecution of narcotics, which in
turn has led to the rise of organized crime and gangland turf wars.

•

?/?/1980’s:
“National Program Office” responsible for administering Continuity
of Government. Portion declassified and decommissioned under President Clinton,
reactivated by President George W. Bush after September 11th, 2001. Small portions
revealed, published by James Mann of “The Atlantic” entitled “The Armageddon
Plan” March 2004.

•

08/21/1992 “Raid on Ruby Ridge” botch raid by Federal agents who shot and killed
Samuel Weaver age 14 and Vicki Weaver age 42 in an attempt to bring Randy
Weaver into court on false weapons charges. Mr. Weaver was found not guilty on
all charges. The Federal agents responsible for the deaths of Mr. Weaver’s wife and
teenage son, were never prosecuted.

•

02/281993: “Branch Davidian Massacre at Waco, Texas” botched BATF raid on
branch Davidians in Waco Texas. Agents claimed David Koresh and his followers
were stockpiling illegal weapons. FBI then set fire to compound after tanks knocked
numerous holes in church walls, injecting highly flammable CS gas into the church
while blocking exits with automatic gunfire as documented on infrared video
captured via FBI reconnaissance plane. In total 56 adults and 25 children under
the age of 15 died in the massacre. 4 BATF agents were killed during the siege. Of
the remaining survivors, 8 were charged solely from actions during the siege, all
surviving Davidians were cleared of murder, and none found guilty on original claim
of stockpiling of illegal weapons.

•

05/09/2001 “Raid on Rainbow Farm” Federal raid on farm known for its support
of medical marijuana and summer festivals. Federal snipers shot and killed Tom
Crosslin after he spotted camouflaged agents on his property. His partner Rolland
Rahm is also shot and killed by FBI sniper’s after FBI sets fire to their home.

The Tyranny Movement Post September 11, 2001
During this period the central authority seized upon the opportunity presented after
the tragedy of the September 11th attacks. The government’s own commission in
their “September 11th Report” referred to the attacks as “blowback” or unintended
consequences due to almost a century of reckless foreign policy, interventionist wars, and
coup d’états instigated by the C.I.A.
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•

10/26/2001: “The Patriot Act” wholly guts 4th Amendment right to privacy in papers
and persons. Allows for warrantless wiretapping of home as well as internet, library
and bank records. Redefines “terrorism” so broadly that a threat to kill or harm
another person qualifies as an act of terrorism. TITLE 18 U.S.C. § 844(e). Not one
member of Congress read the 342 page document before voting on the bill.

•

11/25/2002: “Homeland Security Act of 2002” established the new super
bureaucracy, Department of Homeland Security.

•

10/17/2006: “Military Commissions
Act” legal wrangling by executive
branch to give cover of law in order
to torture in wake of United States
Supreme Court Decision in Hamdan
v. Rumsfeld. Also legalized indefinite
detainment of enemy combatants.
Redefines term “enemy combatant” to
encompass domestic volunteer groups
and militia members.

•

09/08/2005: “Katrina Gun
Confiscations” in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina, Police Superintendent Eddie Compass issued order to Federal
Marshals and National Guard to confiscate all civilian held firearms within city limits
of New Orleans. Citizens such as 58 year old Patricia Konie who stayed behind and
owned an old revolver was beaten, suffered a broken shoulder, and was taken into
police custody for failing to “surrender her firearm”.

•

03/25/2005: President Bush meets with Mexican president Vicente Fox and Canadian
Prime Minister Paul Martin to negotiate unilateral trade and security treaties outside
of the required 2/3 approval of the U.S. Senate, per the Constitution, Article I, Section
II.
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•

09/21/2005: Paramilitary group “Blackwater” know known as “Xe” authorized by
Department of Homeland Security to operate in New Orleans to make arrests and
use lethal force if necessary against American Citizens, as reported by “The Nation”
September 25th, 2005.

•

08/15/2006: Then House Representative Rahm Emanuel and Bruce Reed publish the
book entitled “The Plan: Big Ideas for America” in which he lays out his despotic
desire to coerce all Americans aged 18 to 24 into compulsory civil service, couched
in terms of “volunteering”.

•

05/04/2007: “NSPD 51/Homeland Security Presidential Directive HSPD-20” also
known as “Executive Directive 51” reconstitutes “National Program Office” in
order to carry out Continuity of Government plans begun under President Reagan.
Authorizes President to implement C.O.G procedures via “a cooperative effort
among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Federal Government,
coordinated by the President,” without any oversight by Congress. Establishes
position of “National Continuity Coordinator”. Gives broad discretion to President
to issue such action solely “when the president considers an emergency to have
occurred”

•

04/23/2007: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics releases data indicating the
Dollar has fallen to $0.03 cents in value compared to 1913 Dollar prior to inception of
FEDERAL RESERVE.

•

03/31/2008: “Blueprint for a Modernized Financial Regulatory Reform” released by
Secretary of the Treasury Hank Paulson arguing for broad new sweeping powers for
Treasury Department.

•

09/26/2008: Representative Brad Sherman (D-CA) indicates members of Congress
threatened with martial law for voting no on TARP Bailout.

•

10/01/2008: U.S. Army NORTHCOM activates 3rd Infantry, 1st Brigade as “on-call
Domestic Federal Response” to possible civil unrest in future. 1st time in American
history, direct violation of Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 forbidding use of Federal
troops from domestic operations.

•

10/03/2008: “Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008” authorizes TARP
Bailout funds to be stolen from taxpayers and given directly to banks.

•

10/07/2008: “FISA Amendment Act of 2008” provides blanket immunity to
communication companies who aide government in warrantless wiretapping, while
also removing requirement for describing need and area to be searched.
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•

10/24/2008: Department of Homeland
Security via ICE and CBP agents conduct
random checkpoint searches in 100 mile
wide swath around entire country, publicly
violating the 4th Amendment.

•

11/04/2008: Strategic Studies Institutes,
United States Army War College publishes
report entitled “KNOWN UNKNOWNS
UNCONVENTIONAL “STRATEGIC
SHOCKS” IN DEFENSE STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT” documenting the necessity to be prepared for domestic uprising
and civil unrest in America.

•

11/09/2008: Then President-Elect Obama’s transition website retracts portions of
paragraphs pertaining to “compulsory civil service” as proposed by Chief of Staff,
Rahm Emanuel.

•

11/10/2008: FEDERAL RESERVE refuses to identify recipients of TARP Bailout
money after promising transparency during debate and passage of bill.

•

11/12/2008: Bloomberg LP sues Board of Governors of the FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM in U.S. District Court to force disclosure of TARP bailout recipients.

•

11/20/2008: Senator Inhofe (R-OK) confirms in a radio interview on KFAQ
that Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson threatened members of Congress with the
institution of martial law as early as September 19th, 2008 if “Banker Bailout Bill”
was not passed.

•

12/19/2008: President Bush utilizes Executive Order to sidestep Congress and
approves bailout loans to big 3 auto-makers. The EO approves previously earmarked
TARP bailout funds for bankers to be funneled to auto-makers.
•

02/17/2009: “American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009” additional
$838 Billion Dollar bailout bill to
bankers, automakers, etcetera. 1,419
pages, not one member read final bill.
President Obama broke campaign promise
to put bill online for public review prior
to final vote.
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•

02/20/2009: The Missouri Information Analysis Center
a D.H.S fusion center in Jefferson City, MO releases a
report entitled “The Modern Militia Movement” to local
and state law enforcement officers. The report attempts to
link supporters of Representative Ron Paul as dangerous
homegrown terrorist radicals as well as all who dare oppose
the FEDERAL RESERVE, the banker bailouts, or display
the historical Gadsden flag.

•

03/10/2009: Military takes role of domestic police force
violating Posse Comitatus after gunman kills 10 and then
himself.

•

03/18/2009: FEDERAL RESERVE prints an additional $1,000,000,000,000.00
Dollars out of thin air without collateralizing debt.

•

03/18/2009: House passes “The Generations Invigorating Volunteerism and
Education Act” a.k.a “The Give Act” establishing a Congressional Commission on
Civil Service tasked with determining whether mandatory service requirement for all
young people in America could be developed and implemented successfully.

•

03/19/2009: In a shell game after first authorizing executive bonuses to recipients of
bailout funds, Congress attempts to capitalize on populous sentiment against Wall
Street and distract attention away from Congress’ historically low approval ratings
by attempting to tax executive bonuses at a rate of 90%. The move to specifically
target one group of citizens is referred to as a “Bill of Attainder” and is specifically
prohibited in the U.S. Constitution, ARTICLE I, SECTION IX.

•

03/26/2009: President Obama outlines plan to force banks to renegotiate mortgages,
violating ARTICLE I, SECTION X of the U.S. Constitution a.k.a “The Contract
Clause” which provides only power to regulate uniform Bankruptcy laws, not coerce
specific renegotiation.
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Additional Motivators for Tyrannical Activity
Desperate Desire to Cling to Power in Perpetuity: Most of the plutocratic oligarchs
and their bureaucratic foot soldiers are wholly incapable of surviving in the private sector
and thus must do whatever it takes to retain their corrupted seats of influence by dictating
endless rules and regulations they themselves prefer not to follow. A perfect example
is current Treasury Secretary, Timothy Geithner. Not only does he look like a deer in
headlights during live appearances, he also decided not to pay his income taxes, yet now
finds himself in charge of the very collection arm he avoided.

Anticipation of the economic collapse of the U.S. Government: Many despots realize
the days of endless easy access to a wholly fiat currency are numbered. They are aware
that distrust of government and their free falling approval ratings may threaten their
reign of economic and personal tyranny over the American people. Thus, they will step
up attempts to control and police the growing chorus of dissent beginning to echo from
coast-to-coast. Additionally, they will attempt to return to the well for the tried and true
tactic of instigating class warfare amongst the people in a vain attempt to distract the
focus away from their flawed desires of central nanny state planning.
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“The natural progress of things is for liberty to yield, and government to gain
ground.” - Thomas Jefferson to Edward Carrington, Paris, 27 May 1788: The
founding generation knew all too well the dangers of government. Thus they sought to
bind the hands of the central authority via the Constitution. Unfortunately, we relied too
heavily as an outright guarantee instead of a compact secured from the hard fought battles
of the Revolution. We the People allowed ourselves to become wholly disinterested in
politics, merely chalking it up to being far too confusing or bothersome to learn. Instead
we gladly welcomed our new title of consumers with open arms. We succumbed to the
flashing lights and gadgets of the day such as iPhones, American Idol, etc as little by little
our inherent liberties were chipped away by an ever encroaching tyranny.
The troubles we face are nothing new to humanity. There has forever existed a small
number of individuals hell bent on legislating and controlling our lives for the benefit
of their own. History illustrates for us time and time again that the most successful tool
to achieve this end is money and the manipulation thereof. Therefore, this contrived
economic crisis is not a surprise. One need not be a genius to figure out that an economic
problem caused by too much spending and too little saving is not cured by more endless
spending to support failing car companies, gadgets, and banks who gambled out money
and lost.
The power to manipulate our economy and money must be removed from any and all
private cadres of central bankers. We must return to sound Constitutional money pegged
to a true store of value such as gold and silver, not a currency born from a printing press.
We have the power to make the world over yet again, taking the lessons we have
learned, first and foremost that the inherent liberty so eloquently articulated in past and
current writings belongs to us all; whether we are black, white, gay, straight, Christian or
Muslim, etc. Humanity is entitled to its inherent liberties, not a life of economic servitude
at the behest of the plutocrats and bankers.
Tyranny Trends:
Ideologies
Members of the tyranny movement often subscribe to the ideology of other extreme
statist movements such as:
Democratic Party: Leaders of this ideology seek to instill a belief that anyone who
makes more money than you is evil and thus it is therefore justified that government take
from them to redistribute wealth to groups friendly or supportive to the party. They also
hold firmly that government should run all large economic sectors such as health care,
charity, education, and retirement regardless of a poor track record.
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Republican Party: Party bosses seek to imbue an overly macho infatuation with war
regardless that many have never seen or come close to witnessing its atrocities. They believe
first and foremost in using overwhelming military force in order to achieve obedience of
other nations and or people. Further, they often view war as a game of chess frequently
playing one side against the other in a revolving door of allies and enemies. Spokesman for
this party are to reaffirm ad nauseam that dissent or criticism of foreign policy, war strategy,
etc is a character flaw and indicates hatred for both country and the soldiers the chicken-hawk
leaders send off to battle in support of their ideology.
Neo-Conservative: An abhorrent amalgamation of both of the aforementioned. An almost
fanatical worship of authoritarian supremacy whereby no facet of life should be out of the
realm of governance. This fanaticism leads many members into attempting to justify the
most repugnant of human atrocities such as torture. Critics of their policies are dealt with
by making light of torture victims dismissing allegations of water boarding as “ a little water
splashed over their face” or solitary confinement with extreme temperature changes and
constant loud music blasted 24 hours a day 7 days a week as “Club FED” with 3 meals a day
and access to their holy book of preference.
Organization
Public Groups: These groups hold conferences and are
generally open to the public. These groups desire to speak
with an air of authority and seek to foment public opinion
into their overly simplistic view of the world. Public groups
work tirelessly to package their objectives into nice sounding
rhetoric while forwarding their agendas nonetheless. An
example of this type of group would be The Council on
Foreign Relations. Formed shortly after the disastrous
disbandment of the President Woodrow Wilson’s League
of Nations. The CFR in concert with the Project for a New
American Century were instrumental in propagandizing the
necessity of war with Iraq.
Underground Groups: These groups are those of which are purposefully dismissed publicly
by members as fanatical or conspiracy for many years before finally coping to their existence
at a time which is deemed more politically palatable or more likely to be overlooked. An
example of one such group is the annual gathering known as “The Bohemian Grove.”
Regardless of snippets of information released through the press over the years, politically
connected members, such a David Gergen, indignantly denied its existence until hidden
camera footage captured by Alex Jones documented their bizarre rituals and was made public
on July 15th, 2000.
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Department of Homeland Security Fusion Centers: Centers publicly said to be needed
to facilitate the sharing of information between Federal, State, and Local authorities.
Supposedly designed to gather information from both government and other public
sources, their role as a statist propaganda machine was revealed in March of 2009 after
releasing their report linking dissent against government to terrorism. The ramifications
would indeed be laughable if not for the default credibility assigned to such agencies.
However, their inaccurate broadly defined report seeks to inform local and state law
enforcement that people who support third party candidates are likely to be radical
extremists who desire to commit acts of violence against them and/or the government.
Implications for Citizens who Question Government Policy
There are significant differences between dissent and terrorism.
Dissent: Questioning ones government is necessary as a mechanism to enact reform or
fix abuses by state authority.
any government which can not stand up to published criticism deserves to fall.
Thomas Jefferson
Author
Declaration of Independence
Terrorism: Instilling a permanent level of fear and or harm, through large scale threats
or public acts of violence.
Implications for the Nation
Liberties at Risk
•

Speech, Religion, access to uncensored information, free association, press, privacy,
trial by jury, freedom from double jeopardy, no cruel and unusual punishments,

•

Right to freely enter into a binding contract.

•

Freedom from individually legislated punishments i.e. Bills of Attainder.

•

The right to be born free from debt accumulated by forebearers.

Common Tyranny Symbols:
Political and Pro-Statist Rhetoric:
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Political paraphernalia: Tyrants most commonly associate with the main power structure
which attempts to masquerade as a two party system offering some semblance of
“choice.” It is not uncommon for tyrants to display Democratic Party, Republican Party,
Council on Foreign Relations, or even Socialist material. These members are usually
supporters of current and former Presidents: Barack Obama, George W. Bush, and Bill
Clinton.
Pro-Statist Propaganda: Tyrants commonly display pictures, issue executive orders, pass
legislation, display cartoons, bumper stickers that contain anti-Constitution rhetoric.
Most of the material will depict the Constitution, Bill of Rights, Founding Generation
in a derogatory manner. Additionally, the nanny state, imperialism, and multilateral
international institutions such as the United Nations, International Monetary Fund, World
Bank, World Trade Organization, will be supported and endlessly praised by members of
the plutocratic oligarchy.
Tyranny Movement Symbols:

United Nations Flag: Created
in 1947 symbolizing an
international authority destroying
local sovereignty everywhere it
goes.

Internal Revenue Service:
Logo of collection arm to steal
wages from Americans. Under
Sec. of Treasury who was the
President of the New York
FEDERAL RESERVE, hmm
imagine that.

Political Party Logos: A jackass and bloated elephant fed to
the populous as a means to offer the illusion of choice to voters.
Regardless of whom is elected, government power increases.
Whereas the jackasses seek to create a wholly dependent populous
via the nanny state, the bloated elephant offers glorious expansion
of empire through the blood soaked hands of endless war.

FEDERAL RESERVE
SEAL: Private cartel of
bankers in complete control of
currency and larger monetary
policy. Owners benefit
regardless of boom or bust
cycles in economy.

The Great Obama Seal: Logo
of current puppet for a public
grown cynical with politics as
usual. Made repetitive use of the
word change in order to seem
genuine. Has offered still more
of the same.
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Literature and Media Common to the Tyranny Movement:

Reefer Madness: Propaganda
film designed to put the fear of
god into people about a weed.
Thus granting government a
wonderful revenue stream via
property confiscation. Amazingly,
no one seemed to recall how
unsuccessful alcohol prohibition
was.

Wag the Dog: Film about a
PR spin doctor hired to cover
up political scandal via the
production of a Hollywood
produced contrived external
boogie monster.

The Plan: Big Ideas for
America: A statist propaganda
book filled with the best
double-speak since Orwell’s
1984. Ideas like mandatory
volunteerism abound in
this laugh-out loud book of
coercive hijinks and statist wet
dreams.

Comments regarding this alert may be made to Alli@SmArgus.com

Division of Political Editorial & Tyranny Control
SMIAC DISCLAIMER: All information contained in this newsletter should be considered PRO-CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY SENSITIVE. Further
distribution of this newsletter is restricted to those with the intellect to comprehend political commentary/editorial, unless prior consent is obtained
by parents or social worker. NO REPORT OR SEGMENT THEREOF MAY BE RELEASED TO ANY NON SENTIENT BEING. If you experience upset
stomach, uncontrollable projectile vomiting, or an erection lasting longer than four hours, please seek medical help immediately. The information
herein is all available and verifiable through public sources. (thank FSM for the internet) Therefore, believe nothing in this report, research and verify
the claims stated herein for yourself. It might make you angry, but sometimes the truth is not pretty. As Mr. Adams once quipped, “Facts are
stubborn things.”
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